<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY</th>
<th>REQUIRED CERTIFICATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | I hold two official university degrees: a BACHELOR’S degree and a MASTER’S degree, either Spanish or by a foreign country observing EHEA(*) guidelines, so I have passed a total of 300 ECTS credits, where at least 60 credits belong to the MASTER’S programme. OR, I hold a BACHELOR’S degree and I have passed at least 60 credits of an official MASTER’S degree.  
1. Bachelor’s degree certificate.  
2. Master’s degree certificate.  
3. Bachelor’s degree official record of transcript, which must include the final average grade.  
4. Master’s degree official record of transcript, which must include the final average grade.  
5. Degrees corresponding to non-Spanish educational systems must present the equivalence of the average grade obtained in this link. |
| 2       | I hold an official Spanish university degree prior to the EHEA (*) that has obtained the correspondence to level 3 of the Spanish Qualifications Framework for Higher Education.  
1. Architect, Engineer or Licenciate degree.  
2. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade.  
3. Claimed degree’s correspondence with level 3 of the Spanish Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (MECES). It can be requested in this link. |
| 3       | I hold a foreign university degree obtained outside the EHEA(*) guidelines, which certifies a level of education equivalent to a Spanish master’s degree and allows access to doctoral studies in the issuing country.  
1. Certificate of the degree obtained outside the EHEA(*) guidelines, which certifies a level of education equivalent to a Spanish master’s degree and allows access to doctoral studies in the issuing country.  
2. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade, the minimum passing grade and the maximum grade obtainable, as well as the starting year, year of completion and total duration in years. This document must come together with the certificate of equivalence of the average grade with the Spanish system obtainable in this link.  
3. Document issued by the authority of the foreign country that certifies access to doctoral studies (the same or similar model as the one required to participate through this route). |
| 4       | I hold an official degree in one of the specialties in Health Sciences or I have passed with positive evaluation at least two years of specialized health training in a programme to obtain an official degree in one of the specialties in Health Sciences.  
1. University degree claimed for access to the specialized health care training programme.  
2. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade.  
3. Official degree in one of the specialties in Health Sciences or certification of having passed with positive evaluation at least two years of specialized health training in a programme to obtain an official degree in one of the specialties in Health Sciences. |
| 5       | I hold a Spanish university degree of at least 300 ECTS credits in accordance with EU law.  
1. Spanish university degree or equivalent whose duration, in accordance with the rules of Community law is at least 300 ECTS credits.  
2. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY</th>
<th>REQUIRED CERTIFICATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I hold a degree that gave me access to Spanish doctoral studies prior to those regulated by RD 99/11 and to the Diploma of Advanced Studies or I have achieved Research Sufficiency. | 1. Architect, Engineer or Licenciate degree.  
2. Diploma of Advanced Studies or Certification of having achieved Research Sufficiency.  
3. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade. |
| I hold a PhD issued by an Spanish official programme. | 1. PhD certificate by a Spanish official programme.  
2. Degree which granted access to the PhD programme.  
3. Official record of transcript corresponding to the PhD degree.  
4. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree which granted access to the PhD program. It must include the final average grade. |
| I hold an official Spanish university degree of Technical Architect, Diplomate, Technical Engineer or Teacher with equivalence to level 2 of the Spanish Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (MECES) and an official Spanish or EHEA(*) Master’s degree (or I have completed a minimum of 60 credits of an official EHEA(*) Master’s degree) having completed a minimum of 300 credits. | 1. Certificate of official Spanish university degree of Technical Architect, Diplomate, Technical Engineer or Teacher.  
2. Official record of transcript corresponding to the claimed degree, which must include the final average grade.  
3. Claimed degree’s correspondence with level 2 of the Spanish Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (MECES). It can be requested in this [link](#).  
4. Master’s degree certificate by a Spanish university.  
5. Master’s degree official record of transcript, which must include the final average grade. |
| I hold two official university degrees: a foreign one not structured in ECTS credits that gives access to a Master's degree and another one from the EHEA (*) that gives access to PhD studies. | 1. Foreign degree that gave access to the Master's studies.  
2. Spanish or EHEA(*) Master’s degree.  
3. Official record of transcript of the foreign degree that gave access to the Master’s (the certification must show the final average grade of the transcript, the minimum passing grade and the maximum grade obtainable, as well as the year of beginning, year of completion and total duration in years). The equivalence of the average grade obtained in this [link](#).  
4. Official academic certification corresponding to the Spanish or EHEA (*) Master’s Degree claimed, including the final average grade of the transcript. This document must come together with the certificate of equivalence of the average grade with the Spanish system obtainable in this [link](#). |